Head Coach "Doc" Yates announced yesterday that Capt. Frank Frantel will be out of the College basketball team invades match with Mechanics Institute of test with Mansfield Teachers away. machine rudely shattered the local bubble when it turned fashion. This marked Panzer's right back after its defeat by lyn victory gave the Ithacans a .500 on the trip and left their rec- and three defeats.

At Brooklyn last Friday was a disappointment to the followers of the Bombers. Frank Frantel, Marian away from the Bombers. The Blue and Gold took an out in front for the win - their college junior varsity basketball team is still very much in the local sports.

With both these final games. Now these final games.

The second annual Ithaca College's great basketball Panzer College's great basketball
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The city of Rochester conducted cancer clinic in which all who thought they had cancer, came. Of the 100 who came every year, 27% have cancer. This clinic claims that the cause of this disease is the result of actions and policies of the state body. The result of actions - is that one-third of a lifetime de-

New York State, 150,000 die yearly; of these, 30% die of heart disease and only 12% of cancer. The amazing fact was revealed that 85% of us are unacceptable to the developments of the disease. In its first stages usually appears in the form of chronic sores, ulcers, and such.

The city of Rochester conducted cancer clinic in which all who thought they had cancer, came. Of the 100 who came every year, 27% have cancer. This clinic claims that the cause of this disease is the result of actions and policies of the state body. The result of actions - is that one-third of a lifetime de-

The Department of Music an-
A STUDENT DEPLORES FEMININE SITUATION

Like Turkish cigarettes, women are all made of the same material; the only difference is that some are better than others. Generally speaking, they may be divided into three classes: wives, old maids, and widows. An eligible old maid in a woman of chastity surrounded with suspicion. Wives are of three varieties—prize, surprises, and pleasant pride. Making a wife out of a woman is one of the greatest social evolutions. It requires science, sculpture, common sense, faith, hope, charity, and democracy. It is a psychological marvel that a soft, fluffy, tender, violet-scented, sweet smelling thing like man should enjoy kissing a lip-sticked, perfumed thing like woman.

If you flatten a woman, you frighten her to death, and if you don't cure her to death if you permit her to make love to you, let her get tired of you in the end, and if you don't, she gets tired of you in the beginning.

If you are the clinging-vine type, the doyenne who doubt whether you have a brain. If you are the modern type, an advanced and independent man, tightening mesh, she is jealous and if you are not careful to marry a wallflower. If you please her, the seldom mention it, but if you displease her, she never fails to tell you about it, especially if she is wicked.

The next issue of the Ithacan, to appear March 8, will be the junior publication for the junior class year. All work on the editing, writing, contributing, etc., of the foreseen columns, will be done by the junior staff. In this way they gain by experience that will be necessary for them to know in an attempt to get our a better school news paper next year.

Letter to the Editor

Dear "SCOOP":

We are writing to you in regard to the recent controversy over Bagatelles. If Bagatelles was an in-utility to our intelligence (which it is). The staff коллектив is to discuss "The Scoop". As for these superior "Frosh" and "Soph's" who think Bagatelles is foolish, why do they read the column? Why not print Einstein's "Theory of Relativity" for them? I wonder if they have ever heard of Walter Winchell, Jimmy Fifer, Mark Helkening, John Chapman, etc. The hang they hang out in often tinged with self-tale's gay.

If Bagatelles should be omitted in the forthcoming issues, just drop down to 413 and get the dirt, the whole dirt and nothing but the dirt. (Adv. Hoover cleaners). The Boys from 413.

STATE

New Showing
Fred MacMurray and Betty Powell
BROADWAY MELODY of 1947
Paul Muni - Just Between Us
"WE ARE NOT ALONE"

Next Week Staring Wed.
former Tracer - Robert Young in
"NORTHWEST PASSAGE"

STRAND

Now Showing
John Garfield - Pitillico Lane in
"DON'T BE MY DEFINITION"
Alice Faye - Fred MacMurrry in
"LITTLE OLD NEW YORK"

Next Week Staring Thurs.
Cary Grant - Hoagy Carmichael - Frizell - Joe E. Brown in
"ROARING TWENTIES"

TEMPLE

Friday and Saturday
Laurel & Hardy in
"THE FLYING DEUCES"
Sun. and Mon.
"THE DEAD RED RIDE"
"ON DRESS PARADE"

Now Showing
West Wed., Thur., Warren William - Jane Perry in
"THE LION WOLF STRIKES"

Tired of Ordinary Cleaning

PHONE 2663
See the Superiority of Guaranteed Same Day
ZEPHIR DRY CLEANING
It cleans Everything Cleaner
No Extra Charge for All Alterations
Hats Cleaned & Blocked

PETRILLOSE BROS.
Plant: 211 N. Aurora
Branch: 204 Dryden Road

After Inventory Sale!
25% Discount
On All
Ithaca College Jewelry

CHANDLER'S
203 EAST STATE ST.
FIRST NATIONAL BANK BUILDING

School Inferiority Complex Is Taboo

"What school are you attending?" "Ithaca College."

How many times has this happened to you? It is part of our loyalty to go into great detail and explain at length the history, location, curriculum, etc. of our school. We have been here for three or four years and have seen a lot of growth, but we are so much used to doing things that way, we are deviating from the usual plan and presenting a complete review. Much credit should go to Ed Kelley who has devoted so much time and this with a project.

Many suffered from this production, sponsored by Gracj, going toward a scholarship fund for worthy students of the college. Taps will go on sale some time next week. When you are approached, do not hesitate to buy and wear your tag. You will then have an opportunity to see a fine show and also to support a worthy cause.

Next Ithacan by Junior Staff

The next issue of the Ithacan, to appear March 18, will be the junior publication for the junior class year. All work on the editing, writing, contributing, etc., of the foreseen columns, will be done by the junior staff. In this way they gain by experience that will be necessary for them to know in an attempt to get our a better school news paper next year.

If you have any talent at all and enjoy writing, take this opportunity to contribute to the Ithacan. Write us an editorial, featured story, news story, etc, and bring it into the Ithacan. The junior staff will be only too glad to print it in its entirety, and this will make you a great consideration for next year's staff.
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We are writing to you in regard to the recent controversy over Bagatelles. If Bagatelles was an in-utility to our intelligence (which it is). The staff коллектив is to discuss "The Scoop". As for these superior "Frosh" and "Soph's" who think Bagatelles is foolish, why do they read the column? Why not print Einstein's "Theory of Relativity" for them? I wonder if they have ever heard of Walter Winchell, Jimmy Fifer, Mark Helkening, John Chapman, etc. The hang they hang out in often tinged with self-tale's gay.

If Bagatelles should be omitted in the forthcoming issues, just drop down to 413 and get the dirt, the whole dirt and nothing but the dirt. (Adv. Hoover cleaners). The Boys from 413.
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**Fraternity News**

**Phi Delta Pi**

Many house mothers and the freshmen girls in the Physical Education Department attended a tea held at the house Sunday afternoon, February 4. The tea was a huge success in as much as it served to further acquaint the freshmen girls with the house mothers as well as with the fraternity members.

A meeting was held Thursday, February 8, at which material for our annual National test was presented to the members. A Cocktail light service was held Monday evening, February 12, to inform the freshmen girls in the Physical Education Department of the functions, standards, and usual crop of returning alumni.

Last week-end we held our first meeting of the new semester. We are especially glad to have her with us, 'Father William.'

---

**Kappa Gamma Psi**

The calendar ahead appears to have a busy schedule for Delta Phi. On Saturday, February 23, an informal "vic" dance will be held at the house. On Friday, February 23, we are having the first formal function of the year at the Ithaca Hotel. A dance follows the banquet with music furnished by Ted Howes' Orchestra. We hope that a large number of our alumnae will be able to attend this, one of our main events of the year.

The alumnae were well-represented at the house this past weekend by 'Doris Leeth, Helen Ross, and Mrs. Cooper.' "Angie" McDermott also spent most of the weekend with us. We are glad to have her and hope she comes more often.

---

**Phi Mu Alpha**

Very little has transpired under the roof—perhaps due to the Cornell heats, but now that the "gates" have "dipped it out" we look forward to a once more active group.

Delta welcomes Brother "Rex" Burton back to Ithaca-College and is especially glad to have him in the house. "Among" these present during the frat weekend were: Bros. Wicksen, Carney, Emzian, William, Giffen, (again) and Urion. They miss it as you will, "Father William."

---

**Delta Phi**

The calendar ahead appears to have a busy schedule for Delta Phi. On Saturday, February 17, an informal "vic" dance will be held at the house. On Friday, February 23, we are having the first formal function of the year at the Ithaca Hotel. A dance follows the banquet with music furnished by Ted Howes' Orchestra. We hope that a large number of our alumnae will be able to attend this, one of our main events of the year.

The alumnae were well-represented at the house this past weekend by: Doris Leeth, Helen Ross, and Mrs. Cooper. "Angie" McDermott also spent most of the weekend with us. We are glad to have her and hope she comes more often.

---

**Sigma Alpha Iota**

Saturday, February 10, twelve new members were initiated into Sigma Alpha Iota. They were: Margaret Kelly, Frances Spalding, Betty Woodruff, Bernice Sanford, Margarette Bunchland, Margaret Turk, Jane Beller, Eleanor Tripp, Barbara Henderson, Narnia Wood, Emily Jane Shaw and Frances Williams. We are happy to welcome them to our membership. Following formal initiation the new members were entertained at dinner. A dance held in the evening was attended by Helena Searing, Florence Cape, Laura Crossman, Anita Gray, and Betty Ross, alumnae of last year. Our national president, Miss Gertrude Evans, Miss Powell, Mrs. Jones and Mrs. Louis Sullivan chaperoned.

Bids were sent out this week and we look forward to many acceptances.

The Alumnae News sheet, "Election Episodes" goes to print next Monday. Further news items will be welcomed by the editor.

The Spring Formal will be held April 15th.

---

**CAMELS**

FOR MILDNESS, COOLNESS, AND FLAVOR — SLOW-BURNING COSTLIER TOBACCO

"MORE PLEASURE PER PUFF...MORE PUFFS PER PACK..."

That's how these three members of the U. S. Antarctic expedition feel of the advantage of their favorite cigarette...slow-burning Camel. Richard Moulood, senior dog-driver {center), sums up when he says: "Slow burning is a necessity of a mild, cooler, more 'mildness, coolness, and flavor.' Try Camel. Find out for yourself how slow-burning Camel gives you more pleasure per puff...and more puffs per pack...more actual smoking (see right).

---

**Rothschild's**

Shop Daily from 9:30 to 6 p.m. Sats. to 9 p.m.

**U.S. ANTARCTIC EXPEDITION OFF FOR YEAR'S SURVEY**

SLED DOGS...YEAR'S SUPPLY OF SLOW-BURNING CAMEL CIGARETTES ACCOMPANY ADMIRAL BYRD TO ANTARCTIC

OFF TO VOLUNTARY EXILE... Right now if you had to choose the one and only brand of cigarette you would smoke through a whole year—you'd make sure you picked the right brand. The men on the Antarctic expeditions are in a situation like that. The expedition took Camel! Rear Admiral Richard E. Byrd explained: 'Slow-burning Camels are a great favorite with us.' You, yourself, may choose what you would smoke through a whole year—Camels or not. Camel gives you extra mildness, extra coolness, and extra flavor plus extra smoking in every pack. (See below.)

---

**CAMEL**

In recent laboratory tests, Camel burned 25% slower than the average of the 15 other of the largest-selling brands tested slower than any of them. That means, on the average, a smoking equal to 5 EXTRA SMOKES PER PACK!
The curtain has fallen; the show is over for another day—people are stealing their way out, some with smirks on, others talking and laughing merrily, but each with his own reaction foremost. This time the triumph belongs to the film which we cannot afford to ignore, for in its breadth and scope it is a great part of the theatre.

After a break into the interior of the theatre, we find the crowd has just witnessed the never-to-be-forgotten picture, "Gone With the Wind." Much has been written about this but it is entirely deserving of all of us. Coming almost $50,000 and containing the talents of three masters in their own fields in the principal technical roles—David Selznick, producer; Victor Fleming, Director; and the late Sidney Howard, playwright—it has built up a welcoming audience which will about its approval far and wide. It matters not that a few may choose to disagree with its greatness, for in this case the majority rules. If you're not one to be of the majority, you are better off saying nothing, anyway, who wants to be a fish in a big pond? No challenge intended, please.

To go into a few of the ever-glimmering parts of the production, we first of all comment upon the photography. Everything is perfect to the last degree. An improvement in the musical world and its relation to the moving picture industry is steadily building up a process which cannot be ignored. Of course, we cannot dish all the credits because every care must be taken with the script. However, with careful consideration and foresight, bad pictures can be avoided and the good ones enjoyed.

Spring
DRESSES
$2.98

The Corner Bookstore

The Corner Bookstore

Tupperware
New — Used — Rare — Service
The New Gene of Contrast
Our Rare Book Library

EQUIPMENT
IDEAL

THE CORNER BOOKSTORE

IDEAL BOOKS

PRIVATE BATHS

ALSO FIVE PUBLIC BATHS

I'M ONE MILE TO GOOD RESTAURANTS

"ONE MILE TO GOOD RESTAURANTS"

136 N. AURORA ST.
ITHACA, N. Y.

RESERVATIONS MADE
NOV. 30-1-910 EAST ST.

J. C. PENNEY CO.

Snyder's Tourist Home

The Monarch

New Soda Fountain

We are prepared to do our best to serve you Musically.

Clarey & Stewart Pharmacy

The Smart Place to Buy

Our Prices are the Same as the So-called City-Sale Stores
Next to College Inn

Snoopy says:
If you're thirsty and hungry—there's only one answer...

Cleary & Stewart Pharmacy

Hickey Lyceum Music Store

20 Duke Cayuga Street

DEAN OF ITHACA, INC.

- Bus Transportation
- Modern Equipment
- Efficient, Courteous and
- Safe Operation
SAWYER’S JUNIOR VARSITY ROLLING UP FINE RECORD

The Ithacaan: Friday, February 16, 1940

SAWYER’S JUNIOR VARSITY ROLLING UP FINE RECORD (Continued from page 1)

gie this season, it has, so far, won 16 out of 18 with nine contests left. Coach Eddie Sawyer, game maestro of the Jay Vees, has this to say of the Jayvee schedule: "The best way for the boys to learn the game is through playing experience." In that one sentence Eddie sums up the basketball philosophy that the players are being taught. Knowing that the players will all be coaching the game for the Ithacaan when the Ithacaan is published. The record quoted above is of last Saturday night. The two losses on the junior varsity’s slate were to the Scranton City league teams.

The squad will have played 21 of its 27 games when the Ithacaan is published. Stroudsburg, Mansfield and several others as substitutes. Rav Charbonneau, Turner Carlton, "Tiny" Thompson, Ed Schringer and Jack Thiesen as substitutes. Beal and Charbonneau and the Frosh bowing to Syracuse and the Jay Vees being turned back by the crack Junior Varsity lost their third test. The "Big Red" Reserves jumped to the lead in a few years, Sawver lets our size and power count. As I stated before, the local club was outclassed. The greatest difficulty for

Time-to-Skate
Open 7:30 to 11 Every Night
Saturday, 2 to 5 p.m. — Children

SUNDAY 2 P.M. TO P.M. — WALTZ LESSONS

ITHACA ROLLER
622 West State Street

SPRTLITE

We all hear the word "sportsmanship" used very frequently in our field of education. In your estimation does it mean merely playing a game fairly or does it have a larger or deeper meaning? The reason sportsmanship isn’t fulfilled in many instances is that its scope is so narrow. We must go further than just to play a fair game because there are many fine points that will be left out in our theory of sportsmanship.

The spirit of sportsmanship should include fair play, but it should try to develop good character also. A pupil must learn how to obey rules and respect the rights of others as well as to do the things that he likes. While he is doing this every contestant that some business wasn’t carried our correctly. That goes to show that fair play was, actually going on at the time and yet the spirit of better feeling was increasing. That is a human emotion hard to control and ruins the character of many of our youth. How can we overcome such a feeling, and how can we build durable character?

We can build character by teaching our adolescents the noble art. We will have in future life and the important part it may play in their careers. We can build our standard of character, as well as sportsmanship, by appealing to the personal side of our students. Therefore let’s try to show them how to live the best way.
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man to become acquainted with the only trouble is that once you know him, you realize the fact that his book is only 250 pages in length.

I see Deems Taylor has written a new book-"The Well-Tempered Listener"—reportedly even better than "Of Men and Music," his best-seller of two years ago. There is something about Mr. Taylor's conversational atmosphere that makes you hang on to each word he utters, for his is almost the spoken rather than the written word. "The Well-Tempered Listener" deals with music from all angles—the composer, the performer and the listener. It should be worth grabbing.

By the way, if you've ever read any philosophy, or better still, if you haven't, read Erwin Edman's "Philosopher's Holiday." The title is perfect. That's just what it is, a philosopher sharing with you the people he has known, the places he has been. You rub shoulders with John Dewey, the great philosopher and educator, the "typical" Nazi he met in Switzerland; his former students and former teachers; Carnegie Hall and Statler WPA; and the man who was first a sailor and then a milkman so that he would have the time to think.

When you finish these calm, contemplative reminiscences, you find that you yourself have gained—at least for a while—something of this man's way of looking at life and finding peace and beauty in a chaotic world.

Three good books—music, more music, and a whole life—There is a lot in this world if you take the trouble to dig for it . . .

Jr. Week 1899: "Where the hell's my woman?"

Jr. Week 1940: "Where the hell's my woman?"

BY LOUISE E. BAUMER

The girl, the time, and place: Y es, I always shall remember well when by accident we met. She was young and fair and pretty, never to be forgotten. From her first day here he has been a leader in some phase of General Electric and man class. Being invited to join Oracle. In his junior year he was vice-president of Phi Mu Alpha, and this year, his last, he holds the enviable position of president of that fraternity. The crest of his collegiate life was reached when he received his invitation to join Oracle.

Bob has been an outstanding member of the college band and orchestra, playing the bass viol in both organizations. Vocally, his talent is given an airing with the college choir. As though his many activities were not enough he has served as organist in the Baptist Church of Ithaca for the past three years.

In his "spare time" Bob manages to find an outlet for surplus energy in his two favorite sports, tennis and soccer. Being well-versed in world affairs he enjoys nothing more than an occasional good "ball-session."

After graduation in June he plans to enter the University of Michigan Summer School, where he will work for his Masters Degree. After that? In Bob's own words: "What do you think? I want a job—teaching."

For beauty I am not a star. There are others more handsome by far, but my face I don't mind it because I'm behind it. It's the people in front that I jar.

Junior Class presents

Milt Wiener
and
"His Orchestra"

with

Billy Poole - - - - - - Vocalist
The Three Keys - - - - - - Trio

Admission - - - - - - - - - $3

Chesterfield are Definitely Milder AND BETTER-TASTING

You'll always find these two qualities at their best, plus a far cooler smoke, in Chesterfield's Right Combination of the world's best cigarette tobaccos.

Make your next pack Chesterfield and see for yourself why one smoker tells another They Satisfy. You can't buy a better cigarette.

The Cooler, Better-Tasting, DEFINITELY MINDER Cigarette